Firenock Long-term Review by Randy Wildasin, (February 17, 2010 via e-Mail)
Firenock GS
Dorge,
Seems like a long time since I bought my first Firenocks back in 2008 but I thought I would write and let you
know that every single Firenock I have bought or been sent by you is still in perfect operating condition. That is
something to be said in this day and age that something actually holds up. Now that I am sitting down at the end of
a long season and getting the gear into shape for the off season which includes changing out the batteries on my
Firenocks so that they are fresh and new for the 3d shoots I decided to visit your site and see what has been going
on with Firenock. I have to say that I am impressed at the progress that the company has made and it looks like I
need to buy more stuff colored nocks and etc.… and expand my Firenock experience!!!
Sorry about being long winded but I can honestly say that broad heads, bows, arrows, and etc.… have been in
and out of my hunting gear but Firenocks have always been on the back of every arrow I have shot in the past year
and a half and the worst I have ever had to do, besides deal with a few guys at camp and shoots that rob one once
in awhile, is replace a battery here and there. All circuit boards and etc. have held up perfectly and I recommend
them anytime I can. I think I have all 12 people that hunt our property in Northern PA, to include 3 kids, shooting
Firenocks.
Thanks once more for a awesome product and a product that stands out among its peers. Keep up the good
work and I want to thank everyone that has a hand in this because it is the most thought well developed product I
have ever used.
Thanks Again,
Randy Wildasin
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